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MECHANICAL FITTING (COMPETENCIES) 

✓ Know the importance of working safely under the factory act. 

✓ Understand the concept of using measuring tools and accessories. 

✓ Know the tools and procedures of marking out. 

✓ Show evidence of having a thorough knowledge of metals and plastics, their uses and 

properties. 

✓ Know the concept of using the correct lubricants and coolants. 

✓ Understand the concepts of producing accurate holes by drilling and reaming. 

✓ Know the purpose of method and theory of metal cutting for files, hacksaws, chisels and 

scrapers. 

✓ Explain the concept of metal cutting using machine cutting tools. 

✓ Determine the concept of producing internal and external screw threads by hands. 

✓ Know the concept of power transmission. 

✓ Determine the methods of fitting and assembling components. 

✓ Discuss the application of bearings. 

✓ Explain the principle and operation of drilling machines. 

✓ Understand the concept of joining metals. 

✓ Understand the concept of sheet metal work. 

✓ Identify correct lifting and handling procedures. 

✓ Understanding the reasons for proper machine tool installation. 

✓ Understand the principle and operation of the slotting machine. 

✓ Understanding the principle and operation of the shaping machine.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COURSE TITLE 

Mechanical Fitting (General) 

Metal Machining (Shaping, turning and milling) 

 

COURSE LEVEL 

 

Craft Certificate 

 

PRE-REQUISITE 

 

Requirements for these course are as follows: 

(a) A sound primary and secondary education with a knowledge of Science and Technical 

Drawing. 

(b) All applicants must be a least 15 years or older for full-time. While for part-time 

applicants should be 18 years and older. 

(c) All applicants must be successful at the particular Institution Selection Test. 

 

DESCRIPTION 

 

The course is designed primarily with the aim of preparing students seeking a proficiency in the 

field of Mechanical Engineering Tradesman. It will equip students with both the basic and 

fundamental skill necessary in the field of Mechanical Fitting, and Metal Machining. Each 

course is divided into two main areas. (Practical and Theoretical). 

 

COURSE DURATION AND PURPOSE 

 

The duration of each course is designed to run over a two (2) year or 1200 hours on a full-time 

basis while the part-time courses scheduled for a three (3) years or 1600 hours. These courses 

were designed for the purpose of training Mechanical Engineering Craftsmen for the fitting and 

machining areas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION STRATEGIES 

 

Assessment and evaluation will be based on the following: 

- A standardized Broad Sheet is used to record students’ coursework, homework, 

attendance and examination scores. 

- Continuous assessment, comprising the following data is used to determine students’ 

promotion: 

The following is done for every subject: 

▪ A minimum of three (3) assignments /home-work per term 

▪ A minimum of three (3) in class test per term 

▪ End of term exams at the end of all three terms. 

▪ The final (end of year) exam at the end of the 3rd term. This exam is set 

according to the GTEE format and standard. 

- Every student is expected to obtain a minimum of 50% in each subject in order to be 

promoted. 

- Students who were unsuccessful in 25% or less of the number of subjects written, and 

with satisfactory attendance (minimum of 80%) are given the opportunity to write 

supplemental examinations. 

- End of term examinations and the final examinations are spreadout over a two weeks 

period, with exam time-tablesbeing issued to students at least one month prior to the 

commencement date of these examinations. 

- Every student is issued with an annual report on the last day of the school year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 



METAL MACHINING – TECHNOLOGY (COMPETENCIES) 

 

✓ Know the importance of working safely under the factory act. 

✓ Understand the concept of using measuring tools and accessories. 

✓ Know the tools and procedures of marking out. 

✓ Show evidence of having a thorough knowledge of metals and plastics, their uses and 

properties. 

✓ Know the concept of producing accurate holes by drilling, and reaming. 

✓ Know the purpose, method and theory of metal cutting for files, hacksaws, chisels and 

scrapers. 

✓ Explain the concept of metal cutting using machine cutting tools. 

✓ Determine the concept of producing internal and external screw threads by hand. 

✓ Know the concept of transmitting power 

✓ Determine methods of fitting and assembling components. 

✓ Know the different construction of machine tools and metals used. 

✓ Discuss the application of bearings. 

✓ Explain the principles and operation of drilling machines. 

✓ Understand the principles and operation of the slotting machine. 

✓ Understand the principles and operation of the shaping machine. 

✓ Understand the principles and operation of the centre lathe. 

✓ Understand the principles and operation of the milling machine. 

✓ Understand the concept of joining metals. 

✓ Understand the concept of sheet metal work. 

 

MATHEMATICS (COMPETENCIES) 

 

✓ Identify different types of number 

✓ Solve problems involving factors 

✓ Solve problems involving fractions 

✓ Perform calculations using decimals 

✓ Calculate perimeter and area of plane figures 

✓ Work problems involving conversions of one metric unit to another and conversion of 

metric units to imperial units and vice-versa. 

✓ Work problems involving negative numbers. 

✓ Solve problems with one unknown 

✓ Solve problems involving square root, cube and cube root. 

✓ Calculate ratio and proportion 

✓ Solve problems involving percentage.  

✓ Calculate averages 

✓ Plot, and solve problems related to graphs 



✓ Apply Pythagoras theorem to solve problems 

✓ Solve problems involving two or more unknown. 

✓ Apply the law of logarithm to solve problems. 

✓ Apply trigonometry to solve problems. 

✓ Manipulate formulae to find any unknown. 

 

SCIENCE (COMPETENCIES) 

 

✓ Solve problems involving force. 

✓ Solve problems involving machines. 

✓ Solve problems on work and power. 

✓ Solve problems on friction. 

✓ Solve problems involving heat. 

✓ Solve problem involving testing of materials. 

 

ENGINEERING DRAWING (COMPETENCIES) 

 

✓ Apply fundamental principles of geometrical construction. 

✓ Use the properties of triangles to solve construction problem. 

✓ Use  the properties of quadrilaterals to solve construction problems 

✓ Use the properties of polygons to solve problems 

✓ Outline concepts associated with the circle 

✓ Work problems associated with the circle. 

✓ Define the properties of ellipse and use them to construct ellipse 

✓ Know the principles involved in equivalent area and use it to work problems. 

✓ Use the principles of constructing isometric projection to reproduce isometric models. 

✓ Apply principles of dimensioning. 

✓ Apply isometric projection knowledge to reproduceorthographic projection 

✓ Use standard drawing conventions 

✓ Apply basic principles and techniques of development and interpenetrations. 

✓ Apply rules of sectioning to problem solving situations. 

✓ Use principles of assembly drawings. 

✓ Make free hand sketches of fastening devices and show their applications.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUBJECT: ENGLISH (COMPETENCIES) 

 

✓ Functional grammar. 

✓ Writing skills. 

✓ Punctuation. 

✓ Comprehension. 

✓ Report writing. 

 

MATERIALS 

 

Some evidence of having a thorough knowledge of metals and plastics, their uses and properties. 

 

✓ Identify ferrous and non-ferrous metals. 

✓ Outline general composition use, properties and forms of supply of metals. 

✓ State reasons for corrosion and surface protection. 

✓ Identify metals used in machine tools construction. 

✓ Describe heat treatment processes. 

✓ State type and use of heat treatment furnaces. 

✓ Perform test to determine properties of materials. 

✓ Explain the effects of alloying elements on steel. 

✓ Identify different plastics and their uses. 

 

LUBRICANTS AND COOLANTS 

 

Know the concept of using the correct lubricant and coolant. 

✓ Explain methods used in lubricating machine tools. 

✓ State and describe different types of lubricant, coolants and their uses. 

✓ Describe the effects of using lubricant and coolant. 

✓ State the properties of lubricants and coolants. 

 

DRILLING AND REAMING 

 

Understand the concept of producing accurate holes by drilling and reaming. 

✓ Explain the use of limitations of the sensitive, pillar and radial drilling machines. 

✓ Identify twist drills and their uses. 

✓ Deduce possible faults and problems for  

i. Poor cutting conditions. 

ii. Improperly ground drill points. 

✓ Determine the correct speeds and feeds for drills. 

✓ State the different types of drills and their uses. 



✓ Identify reamers and their uses. 

✓ State the purpose of reaming a hole. 

✓ Determine the allowance for hand and machine reamer. 

 

MACHINE METAL CUTTING TOOLS 

 

Explain the concept of metal cutting using machine cutting tools. 

 

✓ Identify the forces employed when using a single point cutting tools. 

✓ Discuss the heat being generated during metal cutting. 

✓ Identify machine cutting tool materials and their limitations. 

✓ Identify cutting tool nomenclature. 

✓ Discuss the theory of forming and generating. 

✓ Discuss the effect of tool setting. 

✓ State the conditions necessary to produce different types of chips. 

 

TAPS AND DIES 

 

Determine the concept of producing internal and external screw threads. 

 

✓ Identify and select tap wrenches and die stock and methods of adjusting. 

✓ Identify the different types of threads of the vee-form. 

✓ Identify the correct size of taps and dies. 

✓ State the functions of each tap and methods of tapping a blind hole. 

✓ Discuss the use of loose dies, split dies and the die nut. 

✓ Determine the tap drill size. 

✓ Explain the correct method of assembling loose dies. 

 

POWER TRANSMISSION 

 

Know the concept or transmitting power. 

✓ Discuss the functions of the electric motor. 

✓ Identify and describe belt and chain drives. 

✓ Identify and describe couplings. 

✓ Identify and describe friction clutches. 

 

 

 

 

 



FITTING AND ASSEMBLY 

 

Determine methods of fitting and assembling components. 

✓ State and describe locking devices. 

✓ Explain the use of positive and frictional locking devices. 

✓ Identify the different types of keys, keyways cutters and their uses. 

✓ Explain the use of dowels. 

✓ Identify the use of mandrels. 

 

METAL CUTTING TOOLS (HAND TOOL) 

 

Know the purpose, method and theory of metal cutting for files, hacksaws, chisels and 

scrappers. 

✓ Identify and select the correct hand cutting tools for the job. 

✓ Identify correct tool angles for hand cutting tools. 

✓ Show concern for the safe use of hand cutting tools. 

✓ Identify hand cutting tool materials and their limitations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



METAL MACHINING 

 

Safety in the Plant and workshop. 

Know the importance of working safely under factory act. 

✓ Describe the general layout of a machine shop. 

✓ Identify the precautions to be observed when using mechanical and electrical equipment. 

✓ Identify health hazards and observe safety precautions. 

✓ Identify the need for protective clothing. 

✓ Identify precautions to be observed when using lubricants, acids, alkali and soluble oils. 

 

MEASUREMENTS 

 

✓ Identify ‘line’ and ‘end’ standards. 

✓ Identify different classes of limits and fits BS 4500. 

✓ Define tolerance, allowance, clearance and nominal size. 

✓ Identify limit gauges and their uses. 

✓ Identify the uses of precision measuring tools. 

✓ Check non-linear functions. 

✓ Check alignment testing and balancing on machine tools. 

✓ Explain the micrometer and vernier principle. 

✓ Reading precision measuring instruments. 

 

MARKING OUT 

 

Know the tools and procedures of marking out. 

✓ Explain the principle of using datum. 

✓ Determine the use and care of marking out tools. 

✓ Selecting the correct tools and equipment. 

✓ Identify procedures to be observed when marking out. 

✓ Recognize the use of splined components. 

✓ Identify the six ways in which movement can take place. 

 

MACHINE TOOL CONSTRUCTION 

 

Know the different construction of machine tools and metals used. 

✓ Explain reasons for using different types of metals in machine tool construction. 

✓ Identify methods used in casting machine tools. 

✓ Identify methods used in installing machine tools. 

✓ Discuss the effect of cutting forces on machine tools. 

 



 

BEARINGS 

 

Discuss the applications of bearings. 

✓ Identify types of plain and anti-friction bearings and their uses. 

✓ Discuss the application of special types of bearings. 

✓ State the methods of adjusting and locking bearings and slides. 

✓ Show concern for the lubrication of bearing and slides. 

 

DRILLING MACHINE 

 

Explain principles and operation of the drilling machine. 

✓ Identify different types of drilling machines and their limitations. 

✓ State functions and parts of the drilling machine. 

✓ Discuss methodof clamping and positioning job. 

 

SLOTTING MACHINE 

 

Understanding the principles and operation of the slotting machine 

✓ List precautions to be observed when using slotting machine. 

✓ Identify methods of clamping work and tool. 

✓ Discuss methods of metal removal using slotting machines. 

✓ Select correct speeds, feeds, length of stroke and position.  

✓ State the function of each part of the slotting machine. 

✓ State the advantages and disadvantages of slotting. 

 

 

SHAPING MACHINES 

 

Understand the principles and operation of the shaping machine. 

✓ List safety precautions to be observed when using the shaping machine. 

✓ Select correct speeds and feeds. 

✓ Select stroke adjustment and positioning. 

✓ Identify methods of clamping work and tool. 

✓ Explain the quick return mechanism. 

✓ Identify different machining operations i.e. machining horizontal, vertical and angular 

surfaces. 

✓ Explain the speed mechanism. 

✓ State the functions of each part of the shaping machine. 

✓ State the advantages and disadvantages of shaping. 



CENTRE LATHE 

 

Understand the principles and operation of the centre lathe 

✓ State the functions of each part of the centre lathe 

✓ Identify methods of clamping work and tool 

✓ Identify the types of machining operations i.e. parallel, turning, facing, taper turning, 

boring and screw cutting. 

✓ Select suitable spindle speeds and feeds 

✓ Identify methods of form cutting on the lathe 

✓ List safety precautions to be observed when using the lathe 

✓ Identify lathe accessories and their uses. 

 

MILLING MACHINE 

 

Understand the principle and operation of the milling machine 

✓ Identify uses of the dividing head and rotary table 

✓ List safety precautions to be observed when using milling machine 

✓ State the function of each part of the milling machine 

✓ Select correct speeds, cuts and feeds 

✓ Identify types of milling operations 

✓ Identify types of cutters and their uses 

✓ Identify methods of mounting and changing cutters 

✓ Identify methods of clamping work. 

 

WELDING, BRAZING, SOLDERING AND RIVETING 

 

Understand the concept of joining metals. 

✓ Describe safety precautions to be observed when welding, brazing, soldering and cutting. 

✓ Select flames of welding, brazing and cutting. 

✓ Outline welding, brazing, soldering and riveting processes. 

✓ Identify hard and soft solder. 

✓ Identify types of rivets and uses. 

✓ Identify different types of fluxes and their uses. 

✓ Describe welding joints and techniques used in welding i.e.  rightward and leftward 

techniques. 

✓ Select filler rod for oxy-acetylene welding. 

✓ Describe the function of electrode holder and electrode coating. 

✓ State and describe oxy-acetylene and arc welding equipment. 

✓ Select correct current rating for arc-welding. 

✓ Identify and select suitable electrodes for arc-welding. 



 

SHEET METAL WORK 

 

Understand the concept of sheet metal work. 

✓ Identify types of stakes and uses. 

✓ Identify types of shears and uses. 

✓ Identify types of joints and edges. 

✓ Determine simple development patterns. 

✓ Identify bends, seams, solders and rivets. 

✓ Determine the gauge of metals. 

✓ State safety precautions to be observed when doing sheet metal work. 

 

 

MECHANICAL FITTING 

 

1. SAFETY IN PLANT AND WORKSHOP 

Know the importance of working under the factory act. 

a. Describe the general layout of a machine shop. 

b. Identify the precautions to be observed when using mechanical and electrical 

equipment. 

c. Identify health hazards and observe safety precautions. 

d. Identify the need for protective clothing 

e. Identify the precautions to be observed when using lubricants, acids, alkali 

and soluble oils.  

 

2. MEASUREMENT 

 

Understand the concept of using measuring tools accessories 

 

a. Identify “line” and “end” standards 

b. Identify different classes of limits and fits (BS-4500). 

c. Define tolerance, allowance, clearance, nominal, max. metal limit and min. 

metal limit. 

d. Identify limit gauges and state their uses 

e. Check non-linear functions 

f. Check alignment testing and balancing on machine tools. 

g. Explain the micrometer and Vernier principle. 

h. Reading of precision measuring instruments. 

 

 



3. MARKING OUT 

 

Know the tools and procedures used in making out 

a. Explain the principle of using datums 

b. Determine the use and care of marking out tools and selecting the correct tools and 

equipment. 

c. Identify procedures to be observed when marking out. 

 

4. MATERIALS 

 

Show evidence of having a thorough knowledge of metals and plastics, their uses and 

properties 

a. Identify ferrous and non-ferrous metals 

b. Outline general composition, uses properties and forms of supply of metals. 

c. State reasons for corrosion and surface protection 

d. Identify  metals used in machine tools construction 

e. Describe heat treatment processes 

f. State type and use of heat treatment furnaces 

g. Perform test to determine properties of materials 

h. Explain the effects of alloying elements of steel. 

i. Identify different plastics and state their uses.  

 

5. LUBRICANTS AND COOLANTS 

 

Know the concept of using the correct lubricant and coolant. 

a. Explain methods used in lubricating machine tools 

b. State and describe different types of lubricants, coolants and their uses. 

c. Describe the effects of using a lubricant and coolant. 

d. State the properties of lubricants and coolants.  

 

6. DRILLING AND REAMING 

 

Understand the concept of producing accurate holes by drilling and reaming. 

a. Explain the use and limitations of the sensitive, pillar and radial drilling machines 

b. Identify twist drills and their uses 

c. Deduce possible faults and problems for  

(i) Poor cutting conditions 

(ii) Improper ground drill point 

d. Determining the correct speeds and feeds for drills 

e. State the different types of drills and their uses 



f. Identify reamers and their uses 

g. State the purpose of reaming a hole 

h. Determine the allowance for hand and machine reamer. 

 

7. METAL CUTTING TOOLS (HAND TOOLS) 

 

Know the purpose, method and theory of metal cutting for files, hacksaws, chisels and 

scrapers. 

a. Identify and select the correct hand cutting tool for the job. 

b. Identify the correct tool angles for hand cutting tools 

c. Show concern for the safe use of hand cutting tools 

d. Identify hand cutting tool materials and their limitations. 

 

8. MACHINE METAL CUTTING TOOLS 

 

Explain the concept of metal cutting using machine cutting tools. 

a. Identify the forces (cutting) when using a single point cutting tools. 

b. Discuss how heat is being generated during metal cutting 

c. Identify machine cutting tool materials and their limitations. 

d. Discuss the theory of forming and generating. 

e. State the conditions necessary to produce different types of fits.  

 

9. TAPS AND DIES 

 

Determine the concept of producing internal and external screw threads by hand 

a. Identify and select top wrenches and die stock and methods of adjusting 

b. Identify the different types of threads of vee form. 

c. Identify the correct size of taps and dies. 

d. Explain the uses of different threads and taps and dies 

e. State the functions of each tap and methods of topping a blind hold 

f. Discuss the use of loose dies, split dies and the die nut. 

g. Determining the tap drill size 

h. Explain the correct method of assembling loose dies. 

 

10. POWER TRANSMISSION 

 

Know the concept of power transmission. 

a. Discuss the functions of the electric motor 

b. Identify and describe belt and chain drives 

c. Identify and describe couplings. 



d. Identify and describe friction clutches.  

 

11. FITTING AND ASSEMBLY 

 

Determine methods of fitting and assembling components. 

a. State the six ways in which movement can take place 

b. State and describe locking devices 

c. Identify different methods of locating component parts devices, pins, studs, fitted 

bolts, tennons etc. 

d. Describe methods of mounting pulleys and bushes. 

e. Describe the operation of mandrel press for fitting and removing sleeves. 

f. Identify the use of mandrels. 

g. Explain the use of positive and frictional locking devices. 

h. Identify different keys, keyways, cutters and their uses. 

i. Recognize the use of splined components.  

 

 

12. BEARINGS 

 

Discuss the application of bearings 

a. Identify types of plain anti-friction bearings and their uses. 

b. Discuss the application of different types of bearings. 

c. State the methods of adjusting and locking bearings and slides 

d. Show concern for the choice of lubrication of bearings and slides. 

 

13. DRILLING MACHINE 

 

Explain the principle and operation of drilling machines. 

a. Identify different types of drilling machines and their limitations 

b. List safety precautions to be observed when operating the drilling machine. 

c. State the functions and parts of the drilling machine. 

d. Discuss methods of clamping and positioning work.  

 

 

14. WELDING, BRAZING, SOLDERING AND RIVETING 

 

Understand the concept of joining of metals 

a. Describe safety precautions to be observed when welding, brazing, soldering and 

riveting. 

b. Select flames of welding, brazing and cutting. 



c. Identity and select electrodes for arc welding. 

d. Outline welding, brazing, soldering and riveting processes. 

e. Identify hard and soft solder. 

f. Identify types of rivets and uses. 

g. Identify different types of fluxes and uses. 

h. Describe welding joints and techniques used in welding (i.e) the rightward and the 

leftward technique. 

i. Select filler rods for oxy-acetylene welding. 

j. Describe the functions of the electrode holder and the electrode coating. 

k. State and describe oxy-acetylene and arc welding equipment. 

l. Select correct current rating for different types of welding.  

 

15. SHEET METAL WORK 

 

Understand the concept of sheet metal work. 

a. Identify types of stakes and uses 

b. Identify types of shears and uses 

c. Identify types of joints and edges 

d. Determine simple development patterns. 

e. Identify bends, seams, solders and rivets. 

f. Determine the gauge of metals 

g. State safety precautions to be observed when doing sheet metal work.  

 

16. LIFTING AND HANDLING 

 

 Identify correct lifting and handling procedures. 

✓ Identify and use lifting appliances. 

✓ Confirm to the safe movements and stacking of materials. 

 

17. MACHINE TOOL INSTALLATION 

 

Understand the reason of proper machine tool installation. 

✓ Understand the reasons for accurate alignment of machine tools. 

✓ Describe method of holding down and fixing machine tools. 

 

18. SLOTTING MACHINE 

 

Understanding the principle and operation of the slotting machine 

✓ List precautions to be observed when using slotting machine. 

✓ Identify methods of clamping work and tool. 



✓ Discuss methods of metal removal using slotting machines. 

✓ Select correct speeds, feeds, length of strokes and positioning of stroke. 

✓ State the function of each part of the slotting machine. 

✓ State the advantages and disadvantages of slotting. 

 

19. SHAPING MACHINES 

 

Understand the principle and operation of the shaping machine 

a. List safety precautions to be observed when using  the shaping machine 

b. Select correct speeds and feeds 

c. Select correct stroke adjustment and positioning 

d. Identify methods of clamping work and tool 

e. Explain the quick return mechanism 

f. Identify different machining operations i.e. machining horizontal, vertical and angular 

surfaces. 

g. Explain the function mechanism. 

h. State the function of each part of the shaping machine 

 

 

 

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 

 

1. NUMBERS 

 

Identify different types of numbers. 

✓ Identify counting numbers. 

✓ Identify whole numbers. 

✓ Identify odd and even numbers. 

✓ Identify prime numbers 

✓ Identify negative numbers. 

 

 

 

2. FACTORS 

 

Solve problems involving factors- 

✓ Define factors 

✓ Find factors of numbers 

✓ Find common factors, highest common factor and lowest common factor of two or more 

numbers. 



 

 

3. MULTIPLES 

 

Solve problems involving multiples. 

✓ Define multiple. 

✓ Find multiples of numbers  

✓ Identify common multiple, and the lowest multiples of two or more numbers. 

 

4. FRACTION 

 

Solve problem involving fractions. 

✓  Define fraction 

✓ Identify the types of fractions 

✓ Convert improper fraction to mixed number and vice versa 

✓ Solve problem using the four (4) rules in fraction. 

✓ Simplify fraction. 

 

5. DECIMALS 

 

✓ Identify decimals. 

✓ Understand the concepts of decimal places. 

✓ Solve problems using the four (4) rules in decimals (addition, subtraction, multiplication 

and division). 

✓ Convert fraction to decimals. 

✓ Convert decimal fractions to proper or improper fraction. 

 

6. PLANE FIGURES 

 

Calculate perimeter and area of plane figures 

✓ Define plane figures 

✓ Sketch 

I. Triangle 

II. Rectangle 

III. Square 

IV. Circle 

V. Parallelogram (trapezium) 

VI. Polygons 

✓ Identify the types of triangles. 

✓ Know the parts of the circle 



✓ Understand that the perimeter of a figure is the distance around it 

✓ Calculate perimeter and areas of the plane figure listed above. 

 

7. MENSURATION 

 

Solve basic mensuration problems. 

✓ Define solids 

✓ Sketch and identify the properties of 

I. Cube 

II. Cuboid 

III. Cylinder 

IV. Cone 

 

8. METRIC SYSTEM 

 

Work problems involving conversion of one metric unit to another and conversion of metric 

units to imperial and vice versa. 

✓ Know the metric table 

✓ Convert metric to imperial and vice versa units for length, volume, area and weights. 

 

9. NEGATIVE NUMBERS 

 

Work problems/negative numbers 

✓ Identify negative numbers 

✓ Perform calculations using the four (4) rules with negative numbers (addition, 

subtraction, multiplication and division). 

 

10. SIMPLE EQUATION 

 

Solve problems with one unknown. 

✓ Identifying simple equation. 

✓ Solve simple algebra equation e.g. x + 5 = 8. 

✓ Convert written equation to algebra form. 

 

11. Square, square root, cube, cube root of number 

 

Calculate square and square root 

Solve problems involving square, square root, cube, cube root. 

✓ Have an understanding of the terms above, square, square roots, cube and cube root. 

✓ Calculate and /or use table to find the square, square root, cube and cube root of numbers. 



 

12. RATIO AND PROPORTION 

 

Calculate ratio and proportion. 

✓ Understand that ratio and proportion is a way of comparing quantities. 

 

13. PERCENTAGE 

 

Solve problems involving percentage. 

✓ Express fractions as percentage 

✓ Calculate percentage 

✓ Express ratio and proportion as percent. 

 

14. AVERAGE  

Calculate average. 

✓ Define average. 

 

15. GRAPHS 

 

Plot interpret and solve problems related to graphs. 

✓ Define graph 

✓ Examine the different types of graphs 

I. Straight line graph 

II. Curves 

✓ Plot graphs 

✓ Calculate gradient of straight line  

✓ Draw tangents to curve 

✓ Calculate gradient of curve 

 

16. PYTHAGORAS THEOREM 

 

Apply Pythagoras theorem to solve problems. 

✓ Know the properties of the right angled triangle. 

✓ Know pythagoras theorem a2 +b2 = c2  

✓    Manipulate pythagoras theorem to find any unknown side of a right angled triangle. 

 

17. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION 

Solve problems involving two or more unknown. 

✓ Identify simultaneous equations 

✓ Express simultaneous word equation in algebraic form and solve them. 



 

18. INDICES 

 

Manipulate algebraic expression involving indices. 

✓ Identify indices 

✓ Express power of numbers 

✓ Express roots of  numbers as index e.g. 3 V a = a 

✓ Apply the law of indices to multiply and divide numbers of the same base. 

 

19. LOGARITHM 

 

Apply the Laws of Logarithm to solve problems. 

✓ Use the three (3) or four (4) figure log table to find the logarithm and any logarithm of 

numbers.  

✓ Know and be able to apply the laws of logarithm to 

I.  ax b = Log a + Log b 

II.              a÷b = Log a – Log b 

III.               a =     b Log 

 

20. TRIGONOMETRY  

 

Apply trigonometry to solve problems 

✓  Define angle 

✓ Understand the degree as a mean of measuring angles. 

✓ Express decimal degree as degrees minutes and seconds and vice versa. 

✓ Use the Trigs ratios sin  e = 
𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒

ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒
 

 cos e =  
𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡

ℎ𝑦𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑠𝑒
  , and tan = 

𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒
  to find  

missing side (s) and or angle(s) of a right angle triangle. 

 

✓ Apply sin, cos and tan to solve problems. 

 

21. TRANSPOSITION OF FORMULAE 

 

Manipulate formulae to find any unknown 

✓ Define formulae 

 

 

 

 



TRADE STUDIES SYLLBUS 

 

FITTING AND MACHINING CRAFT 

 

SCIENCE    (ENGINEERING) 

 

1. Solving problem involving force. 

✓ Define and state units and properties of force 

✓ Define and give examples of vector and scalar quantities. 

✓ Represent force by vectors. 

✓ State the parallelogram law of forces. 

✓ Illustrate and describe types of forces. 

✓ State the triangle law of forces. 

✓ Determine resultant equilibrium. 

✓ Solve problems involving parallelogram of forces. 

✓ Define and state the formulae to calculate moments. 

✓ Solve problems on moments. 

✓ Define and state the units of pressure. 

✓ Solve problems involving pressures and volumes. 

 

2. Solving problems involving machines 

✓ Define simple machine e.g. lever 

✓ State sketch and give examples of levers. 

✓ Define, state the formulae and calculate mechanical advantage (force, ratio) 

velocity ratio (movement ratio) and efficiency for machines. 

✓ Solve problems on belt and gear drives. 

✓ Solve problems on nut and screw mechanisms e.g. screw jack. 

 

3. Solving problems on work and power 

✓ Define work, power and energy and state their units. 

✓ Solve problems on work and power. 

✓ Converting horsepower to watts. 

 

4. Solving problems on friction. 

✓ Define Friction. 

✓ State the advantages and disadvantages of friction. 

✓ State problems on coefficient of friction. 

 

5. Solve problems involving heat. 

✓ Define and state the units of heat. 



✓ State the effects of heat  

✓ Define temperature. 

✓ Describe temperature measuring instruments. 

✓ Convert different temperature scales. 

✓ State the formulae to measure the quantity of heat. 

✓ Define specific heat capacity of a substance. 

✓ Describe methods of heat transfer. 

✓ Calculate heat transfer of mixtures. 

✓ Define and state the formulae for the coefficient of linear expansion. 

✓ Solve problems on coefficient of linear expansion. 

 

6. Solve problems involving testing of materials. 

✓ Explain the terms stress, strain and “young’s modulus of elasticity”. 

✓ State the formulae and calculate stress, strain and young’s modulus of elasticity. 

 

ENGEERING DRAWING 

 

1. Apply fundamental principles of geometrical construction. 

✓ Use appropriate pencils. 

✓ Use correct lines 

✓ Employ standard letters and numbers (i.e.) B5 308. 

✓ Define perpendicular. 

✓ Erect perpendiculars. 

✓ Draw parallel lines. 

✓ Use compasses to construct and bisect angles. 

✓ Draw title blocks. 

 

2. Use the properties of triangles to solve construction problems. 

✓ Define triangles 

✓ Name triangles from their properties.  

✓ Name triangles by its sides and angles 

✓ Construct triangles given one side and two base angles 

✓ Construct triangles given two sides and one angle. 

✓ Construct triangles given one side, one angle and vertical height 

✓ Construct triangles given the perimeter and ratio of its side. 

 

3. Use the properties of quadrilaterals to solve construction problems. 

✓ Define quadrilateral 

✓ Identify different types of quadrilateral 

✓ Construct quadrilateral from given data 



 

4. Us the properties of polygons to solve problems. 

✓ Define polygon 

✓ Identify different types of polygons 

✓ Construct polygon given the length of one side 

✓ Construct polygon given its diameter. 

✓ Construct polygon using squares 

 

5. Outline concepts associated with the circle 

✓ Define circle 

✓ Identify different types of circle 

✓ Define sector, quadrant, segment, chord, radius, diameter, arc and tangent 

✓ Define inscribed, circumscribed and escribed circles 

✓ Find the centres of inscribed, circumscribed and escribed circles 

 

6. Work problems associated with the circle 

✓ Construct a tangent to a circle 

✓ Construct internal and external tangents of two circles of different radius. 

✓ Construct one to a right angle, acute angle and adjacent angle. 

✓ Construct internal and external axis to two circles of different radius 

✓ Draw on tangential to a circle on a straight line 

✓ Draw a tangential to a circle and a point. 

 

7. Define the properties of ellipse and use them to construct ellipse 

✓ Define ellipse 

✓ Identify methods of constructing ellipse 

✓ Construct ellipse by concentric method 

✓ Construct ellipse by intersecting lines or rectangular method 

✓ Construct ellipse by trammel method 

 

8. Know the principles involved in equivalent areas and use it to work problems 

✓ State that identical slopes are the same, but only its size is different 

✓ Construct a square equal in area to a rectangle 

✓ Construct a rectangle equal in area to a triangle 

✓ Construct a square equal in area to a triangle 

✓ Construct a triangle equal in area to a parallelogram 

✓ Construct a triangle equal in area to a circle 

✓ Define enlargement, reduction and ratio 

✓ Use ratio to enlarge or reduce plane figures 

 



9. Use the principles of constructing isometric projection to reproduce isometric 

models 

✓ Name different types of pictorial drawing 

✓ Define oblique projection 

✓ State that isometric projection has been drawn at 300and oblique project at 450 

✓ Construct pictorial drawings 

 

10. Apply principles of dimensioning 

✓ Employ dimension on working drawings 

✓ Selects appropriate arrowheads 

✓ Selects suitable position to place dimensions. 

 

11. Apply isometric projection knowledge to reproduce orthographic projection 

✓ Positioning of views 

✓ Use of symbols 

✓ State the difference between 1st and 3rd angle projection 

✓ Select projection used 

 

12. Use standard drawing conventions 

✓ Use conventional representation of common features such as gears, springs, 

thread etc. 

✓ Select appropriate proportion 

 

13. Apply basic principles and techniques of development and interpenetrations. 

✓ Identify the different types of development 

✓ Draw curves of intersection and development of surfaces, e.g. pipe work, machine 

guards, containers, cones etc. 

 

14. Apply rules of sectioning to problem solving situations. 

✓ Describe the different types of sectioning 

✓ List components that are not section 

✓ State the purpose for sectioning 

✓ Demonstrate section lines used 

✓ Use cross reference of details to improve the information available from drawings 

✓ Use of ancillary sections, parts sections, inset and enlarged views 

 

15. Use  principles of assembly drawings 

✓ Draw orthographic views from exploded drawing 

✓ Select parts to match dimensions 

✓ Produce isometric projection form exploded views 



✓ Draw sectioned view from exploded views 

✓ Prepare parts list 

✓ Insert dimensions 

 

16. Make free-hand sketches of  fastening devices and show their applications 

✓ Identify the different types of fastening devices  

✓ Select suitable applications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ENGLISH LANGAUAGE 

 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

 

(1) This course is desired to give the students’ knowledge of the English Language as a 

means of communications with an industrial base 

(2) To develop an acceptable standard of grammatical competence and a clear awareness 

of syntax and usage 

(3) To gain basic knowledge in the preservation of reports as a guide to action to be 

taken. 

 

Text Recommended 

 

The Craft of English: By A. E. Darbyshire 

Functional Grammar 

 

✓ Vocabulary development – spelling and word building, Latin and Greek prefixes 

and roots. 

✓ The parts of speech- inflexion, using the various parts of speech correctly 

✓ The phrase, the sentence – simple, compound and complex 

 

Writing Skills 

 

✓ The paragraph – the topic sentence, developing unity and emphasis 

✓ Punctuation – direct and indirect speech. Planning the composition 

✓ Types of composition – expository, descriptive, narrative and argumentative 

✓ Letter writing- The business letter- styles of letter writing an order letter, 

acknowledgement, complaint, request, and application for a post. 

 

Summary Writing  

 

✓ Comprehension and interpretation – select passages to be culled from technical 

magazines  

 

Report writing: short communications the memo report 

✓ Types of Report:  conventions used in report writing formal parts of the report. 

 

 



METAL MACHINING – PRACTICE 

 

1. Marking out using scriber, rule, solid and adjustable squares, dividers, odd-legs, callipers, 

protractors, scribing blocks and surface plates. 

2. Use hand tools including files, hacksaws, hammers, chisels and scrapers to manufacture 

components to required finishes. 

3. Use templates and fixtures to maintain required limits and fits  

4. Drill holes in metals using hand driven, portable and bench type drilling machines 

5. Cut vee thread forms using taps and dies 

6. Mark out and cut sheet metal using hand operated and tools 

7. Bend, fold and seam metal using hand operated machine tools 

8. Solder sheet metal using gas torches, soldering irons and blow lamps 

9. Braze and weld materials using the oxy-acetylene gas 

10. Forge materials employing the techniques of upsetting and drawing down 

11. Reads the micrometer.   Imperial/Metric 

12. Reads the Vernier caliper.  Imperial/Metric 

13. Reads the Vernier protractor 

14. File flat and curved surfaces to required limits and fits 

15. Drill and ream holes using hand and machine reamers 

16. Use extractor to remove broken stud left in hole 

17. Shape faces square using shaping machine 

18. Shape faces parallel using shaping machine 

19. Spot face, countersink and counter bore on the drilling machine 

20. Turn parallel and face square with job held in cluck 

21. Centre drill, drill and bore on the lathe 

22. Turn parallel with job held between cluck and centre 

23. Knurl jobs on the lathe 

24. Mount jobs on mandrels for machining operation 

25. Joins sheetmetal and metal plates by riveting 

26. Bend pipes and conduits to contour 

27. Join pipes and conduits using union and couplings 

28. Join pipes using flanges 

29. Cut pipe threads using pipe threader 

30. Produce components having weld, fillet and lap weld using the oxy – acetylene welding 

equipment 

31. Produce components having butt weld, fillet and lap weld using the Arc welding 

equipment 

32. Welds horizontally, vertically and overhead 

33. Sharpen scrapers 

34. Lapps surfaces 



35. Use dowels, pins, studs, fitted bolts, tennous etc. to locate and align components parts 

36. Marks out on the surface table using slip gauges and sine bar and the dial test indicator 

37. Heat treat plain carbon steels for machining operations 

38. Case harden low carbon steel 

39. Set up, clamp and align work on the shaping machine  

40. Shape inclined surfaces on the shaping machine 

41. Produce form surfaces on the shaping machine 

42. Machine components on the lathe to fine limits 

43. Sequence and clamp tools in the multi tool part 

44. Machine components on the lathe using travelling and fixed steadies 

45. Machine components on the lathe with job mounted on face plate  

46. Cut taper on the lathe by offsetting tailstock 

47. Cut taper on the lathe by cross slide method  

48. Cut taper on the lathe by taper turning attachment 

49. Cut single start vee thread forms on the lathe  

50. Cut multi start vee threads forms on the lathe 

51. Set up change wheels for screw cutting on the lathe  

52. Undercut, part off and use form tools on the lathe 

53. Machine surfaces on castings and forgings including second operation mounting and 

settings 

54. Mark out and set up on surface table for button boring 

55. Mount, align and button bore on the centre lathe 

56. Mill flat surfaces employing the up cut and down cut techniques 

57. Mount cutter on the arbor of the milling machine  

58. Mill a slot 

59. Mill a hexagon using the dividing head  

60. Mill a key way on shaft 

61. Mill splines on a shaft using the dividing head  

62. Drill holes on pitch circle diameter using the rotary table 

63. Sharpen hand cutting tools on the off hand grinding machine 

64. Sharpen single point machine cutting tools 

65. Sharpen twist drills 

66. Exhibit safe work practices while working on all machines and with all tools and 

equipment 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MECHANICAL FITTING – PRACTICE 

 

1. Mark out using scriber, rule, solid and adjustable squares, dividers, odd legs, calipers, 

protractors, scribing blocks and surface plates. 

2. Use hand tools including files, hacksaws, hammers, chisels and scrapers to manufacture 

component to required finishes 

3. Use templates and fixtures to maintain required limits and fits 

4. Drill holes in metals using hand driven, portable and bench type drilling machines 

5. Cut threads of the vee form using taps and dies 

6. Mark out and cut sheet metal using hand operated machines and tools  

7. Bend, fold and seam sheet metal using hand operated machines and tools 

8. Solder sheet metal using gas torches, soldering irons and blow lamps 

9. Braze and weld materials using the oxy-acetylene gas 

10. Forge materials employing  the techniques of upsetting and drawing down 

11. Reads measuring instruments accurately 

12. Drill and ream holes using hand and machine reamers 

13. Use extractor to remove broken stud left in hole 

14. Shape faces square and parallel on the shaping machine 

15. Spot face, countersink and counterbore on the drilling machine 

16. Join sheet metal and metal plates by riveting 

17. Bend pipes and conduit to contour 

18. Join pipes and conduit using unions and couplings  and flanges  

19. Cut pipe threads using pipe threader 

20. Produce components having butt weld, fillet and lap weld using the oxy-acetylene welding 

equipment 

21. Produce components having butt weld, fillet weld and lap weld using the Arc welding 

equipment 

22. Welds horizontally, vertically and overhead 

23. Sharpen hand cutting tools on the off hand grinding machine 

24. Sharpen sharper cutting tools 

25. Lapps surface 

26. Use dowels, pins, studs, fitted bolts, tennons etc. to locate and align component parts 

27. Marks out on the surface table using slip gauges and sine bars the and the dial test indicator 

28. Heat treat plain carbon steels  

29. Case harden low carbon steels 

30. Set up, clamp and align work on the shaping machine 

31. Shape inclined surfaces on the shaping machine 

32. Produce form surfaces on the shaping machine 

33. Drill holes on a pitch circle diameter using the rotary table 

34. Shape  a hexagon on the shaping machine using the dividing head 



35. Sharpen limit drills 

36. File including the use of less common files e.g. warding, swiss etc. 

37. Manufacture gib and feather keys on the bench 

38. Fit gibs and feather keys to mating components 

39. Remove, clean, inspect and assemble bearings 

40. Lubricates and adjust bearings and slides 

41. Mount and align belt drives 

42. Mount and align chain drives 

43. Mount and align coupling drives 

44. Adjust common types of friction clutches 

45. Checks and align coordinates and movements of parts of the drilling machine 

46. Check and align coordinates and movements of parts of the shaping machine  

47. Check and align coordinates and movements of parts of the centre lathe 

48. Fit are seals and slide covers 

49. Mount grinding wheels 

50. Exhibit safe work practices when working 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


